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I. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of a new simple group has recently been announced by 
Janko [3]. The group has order 175,560 = 23 .3 . 5 * 7 . 11 . 19 and has 
been described as a subgroup of the linear group GL(7, 11). The actual 
verification of its existence appears to involve extremely laborious com- 
putations. The object of the present paper is to obtain the group as a primitive 
permutation group of degree 266 = 2 . 7 * 19, this being the smallest number 
of points on which the group can be represented. 
In the representation to be constructed, the subgroup fixing one point 
will be isomorphic to the linear fractional group LF(2, 11) and will permute 
the remaining 265 points in orbits of lengths 11, 12, 110, and 132. It will 
be necessary to accumulate some detailed information on this intransitive 
group. The four nontrivial transitive constituents correspond to conjugate 
sets of subgroups of orders 60, 55, 6, and 5, respectively. An explicit 
description of the intransitive group is obtained in Section III in terms 
of three elements A, B, C chosen so that <A, C) is the whole group and 
(B, 0, <A, B), CC, B3CB2) and (B) 
belong, respectively, to the four conjugate sets. 
The intransitive group induces a permutation group on the unordered 
sets of 11 points chosen from the 266. It is shown in Section IV that there 
is an isomorphism between the set of 266 points and an appropriate collection 
of 266 sets of 11, which is an operator isomorphism with regard to the 
operator domain LF(2, 11). It is then proved in Section V that the subgroup 
of the symmetric group of degree 266 which forms the maximal admissible 
operator domain with respect to the given isomorphism is a transitive group 
of order 175,560. 
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In [3], Janko has described his group as a simple group of the given 
order in which the centralizer of an involution is the direct product of a 
cyclic group of order two and an icosahedral group. It is verified at the end 
of Section V that the transitive group possesses these properties. Since 
Janko has shown that such a group must be unique, the group is completely 
identified. On the other hand, the argument provides an independent proof 
of its existence. 
A final remark shows that the group can also be described as the intersec- 
tion, in the symmetric group of degree (sisis) of two intransitive groups, 
each isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 266. 
II. NOTATION 
The notation and terminology follow in general Wielandt [4]. Some 
deviations and special conventions arc explained in this section. 
1. If E: is any set then S(E) and A(E) d enote the symmetric and alternating 
groups on I?. S,, and A,, denote the corresponding groups on the set 
{r : 1 < r < n}. 
2. G will denote throughout an abstract group isomorphic to the linear 
fractional group LF(2, 11) of order 660. 
3. A permutation group is constructed from two objects, a group and 
a set, and is customarily denoted by a symbol suggesting the former. In 
the following, a number of sets will be introduced and each will carry a 
permutation group of primary interest for the discussion. These sets will 
be denoted by italic capitals and the corresponding Gothic capitals will be 
used for the associated permutation groups. For example, L will denote the 
projective line over the field F,, and L! the permutation group on the line 
which has G as underlying group. 
4. If E is any set and 71 a natural number, then E{n} will be used to 
denote the collection of all unordered sets of n objects selected from E. 
If sj denotes a permutation group on E then .${n} will denote the permutation 
group induced by 5 on E(n). 
III. GENERATORS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF G 
The group G may be realized as the group of all matrices 
a b [ 1 c d 
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with entries in F,, , the field with I1 elements, with ad - bc a nonzero 
square, and with matrices which differ only by a scalar factor identified. 
The entries in the matrices provide homogeneous coordinates for the 
elements of G. The representation will be normalized by requiring that 
c=lorc=Oandd==l. 
Set 
A=[:, ;I* B= 4 O [ I 0 1’ c = [: -:I* 
Then A generates a Sylow-1 1 subgroup with (A, B) as its normalizer of 
order 55 and 
BA >z A“B. (3.1) 
Also 
C” = B5 = (BC)3 -L 1, (3.2) 
so that (B, C) is abstractly isomorphic to As (cf., for example, Dickson [ZJ, 
p. 290). The element 
D -1 CB2CB3CB2 = [; -;] 
transforms B into its inverse. Thus (B, D) is the normalizer of (B) in 
(B, C). It is convenient to have the other two double cosets of (B) in 
(R, C). They are given by the formulas 




They consist of all matrices satisfying the conditions 
bc = -5ad and ad = -5bc, (3.4) 
respectively, where in the former case a is a square, and in the latter a 
nonsquare. It may be remarked that the outer automorphism 
carries (B, C) to a nonconjugate group in which the roles of square and 
nonsquare above are reversed. 
Since C does not normalize (A), (A, C) = G. 
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The Representation J? of Degree 12 
Let L denote the projective line over F,, . If the points of L are coor- 
dinatized by column vectors the group G will permute them by matrix 
multiplication. The resulting permutation group is 2. 
The single number Y will be used to denote the point 
[I ; (Y = 0, l,..., 10) 
and the symbol j will be used for the remaining point. 
The permutations in 2 effected by A, B, and C are then given by the rules 
A:r+r+l; j-+-i, 
B:Y-+~Y; i-j, (3.5) 
c : 3 * 4t + 3 + 4-t; 3 and j interchange. 
The Representation !UI of Degree II 
Let Y denote the coset Ar(B, C), Y = 0, l,..., 10, and let M denote the 
set of 11 cosets and !Dl the permutation group obtained by letting G act on 
them. Matrix multiplication yields the formula 
A-CAT = 3 -s -1 & 4’(3 -S) 
1 +4t 1 
where Y = 3 f 4t. From this and (3.4) it is easy to obtain the value of s 
for which the left-hand member of (3.6) 1 ies in (B, C). This determination 
and (3.1) show that the permutations in Iuz effected by A, B and C are given 
by the rules: 
A:Y+Y~, 
B : Y -+ 4~ - 2 (3.7) 
c : 3 * 4t -+ 3 f 4--L+<, - - 
where E = 0 with the upper sign, and -2 with the lower. 
The Representations 91 and !$3 of Degrees II0 and I32 
Let N denote the set of all distinct ordered pairs in M x M and let P 
denote the set L x M. The representations L! and m induce permutation 
groups on N and I-‘. These will be denoted by % and Fp. 
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The permutations corresponding to A, B and C are obtained by applying 
the rules (3.5) and (3.7) to the individual symbols in the Cartesian products. 
Since Y.R is doubly transitive, !II is transitive. !$3 is also transitive, since (A) 
acts transitively on M. 
The Representation on J 
Let K be the set consisting of the single element K and let St denote the 
trivial representation of G on K. Let J be the union of the sets K, L, M, N, 
and P. Then the representations of G on the individual sets, when set in 
juxtaposition, describe an intransitive group which will be denoted by (5 
(the symbol J being reserved for the transitive extension of 6 to be con- 
structed in Section V). 
Some relations between the orbits of 8 are described in the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. ‘zDl is doubly transitive. The subgroup fixing two points is 
dihedral of order 6 and has two nontrivial orbits. One of these is an S, and 
the other is regular. If the fixed points are 0 and 3 the orbit of length three - - 
consists of 5, 4, and -9. -- 
Proof. The assertions follow from (3.7). The group in question is 
(C, B3CB2). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Only the identity fixes jmr points of M. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (B, C) has four orbits on N and their lengths are 10, 10, 
30 and 60. 
LEMMA 3.2. <B, C) is transitive on L. The subgroup fixing one point is 
cyclic of order 5 and fixes one other point. 
If the fixed points are 0 and j, the other orbits consist of the residues and of 
the nonresidues mod I I. 
Proof. The stabilizer in 2 of a point of L has order 55. The transitivity 
thus follows from the degree of L and the order of <B, C). The other 
assertion follows from (3.5). The group stabilizing the two points is (B). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Every orbit of (B, C) on P contains an element of the form 
(0, r). There are three orbits and they are distinguished by the residue character 
of r1 
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LEM.MA 3.3. The following list describes the manner in which the orbits of 8 
split under restriction to (B, C), gives one elmt in each suborbit, and the 
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Proof. By (3.7), C fi xes 3 and 4 and hence (3,4). By Lemma 3.1, only -- 
the identity fixes 0, -3, and 3. T&slation by R shows that the stabilizer 
of (-1, 1) in (B, @) is-the identity. By (3.5) and (3.7), -- 
CB2CB3C(j, 1) = (0, 2). 
Hence Corollary 3.2 shows that (j, 1) and (0, -5) belong to distinct orbits. 
The other assertions included in the lemma area11 immediate consequences 
of the preceding lemmas and their corollaries. 
LEMMA 3.4. Under <B, C) the stabilizers of the following pairs of elements 
coincide:kandO; jand(j,0);3and(O, 3);(-1, l)and(O, -5);(3,4)and(4, 3). 
Moreover (j,-1) and (4,--q belong to the s&me orbit Pk .- - - - - - - 
Proof. The first statement is obvious from Lemma 3.3. The second is 
given by the equation 
B2CB3(j, 1) = (4, -2). 
LEMMA 3.5. S,,, contains an involution which interchanges each of the$ve 
pairs of points in Lemma 3.4, fixes N;,, pointwise, and commutes with <B, C>. 
Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 
and the isomorphism theorem for permutation groups. 
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IV. Ax ISOMORPHISM FROM 6 TO A CONSTITUENT OF G{ll] 
The main purpose of this section is to deiine a certain faithful mapping $J 
of J into J(ll}. The image of J will be a union of orbits of Q(1 l} and 4 
will estabiish a permutation isomorphism between 6 and the corresponding 
intransitive constituent of Q{ 1 l}. 
To describe such a mapping it will suffice to give the image set for one 
point in each of the five orbits of 6. Moreover the structure theorem for 
intransitive groups shows that any choice of five image sets will correspond 
to a mapping with the above properties, provided only that the sets lie in 
distinct orbits of cli{l l} and that the stabilizer in 6 of each of the five points 
corresponds exactly to the stabilizer of its image set. Subsequent lemmas 
will verify that these conditions are satisfied by the following sets: 
(1) 4(k) = M = 1M(ll>; 
(2) d(j) = {(Y, r) : r = 0 -.* 10) in P{ll}; 
(3) +p> = PI u HO, 4 : fJ # Ok 
(4) +(O, 3) = {g} U-{(i, c)}, together with the (C, B3CB2) orbits of ($3, -- 
and (4, -3); 
(5) $qJytJ) = (0) u {($, -y> : t = 0 *-* 4) u {(4t, -f-l) : t = 0 --. 4). 
LEntMA 4.1. k and+(k) have the same stabilizer. 0 and I#(!) have the same 
stabilixeu, (B, C). The involution of Lemma 3.5 interchanges +(CJ and 4(k). 
Proof. The first statements are obvious. The rest follows since the 
involution maps (0, 3) to 3 and hence carries the (B, C) orbit of (0,3) to -- - -- 
that of 3. - 
LEXMA 4.2. j and+(j) h ave the same stabilizer (A, B). (j, o_> and +(j, O_ 
have the same stabilizer (B). This is also the stabilizer of d(j, 0) n N. 
+(j) is a union of three orbits of (B) and these are mapped 6 the involution 
of Lemma 3.5 to the three subsets of +(j, _O). 
Proof. 4(j) is stabilized by A and B but not by C. Hence the maximal 
subgroup (A, B) is its stabilizer. The stabilizer of (b(j, 0) n N is contained 
in (B, C), the stabilizer of 0, since 0 is the only symbol-of M not appearing 
in the set. It contains B, &d is therefore transitive on the set. Lemma 3.1 
then shows that the point (3, -1) given by t = -1 is only fixed by the 
identity. Thus the stabilizer of this set, and a fortiori of $(j, 0), is (B). 
Since (B, C) is transitive on L, the involution of Lemma-3.5 maps 0 to 
(0,O). Since by (3.5) and (3.7) - 
(3,3) = CB-Yj, 1) and (-4, g = C(O, -21, 
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the involution maps these two elements to 
CP(4, -5> = (43, -f) and C(-1, 1) = (43, -f), -- 
which lie in $(i, 9). 
LEMMA 4.3. The sets of which +(O, 3) is composed contain, respectively, 
I, I, 3, and 6 elements and are disj&?. (0, 3) and $(O, 3) have the same -- -- 
stabilizer (C, B3CB2). 
This is also the stabilizer in ‘%I of the four elements of M which appear as 
first components ofpairs in +(O, 3). -- 
+(0,3) is mapped to A34(0) by the involution of Lemma 3.5. -- - 
Proof. (C, B3CB2) fixes 0 and 3. By Lemma 3.1 it acts as an S, on - 
its (4, 3) orbit and is regular on an orbit containing -3, hence on one 
cont&&g (4, -3). This shows also that the sets are disjoint. 
By Corollary 3.1, the stabilizer in W of the four elements of M appearing 
as first components is faithfully represented on these four elements and, 
by Lemma 3.1, it contains an S, on the set. If this were not the full stabilizer 
then 92 would effect an S, on the set, but this is impossible since 9lI contains 
no element of order 4 (as is for example obvious from the fact that such an 
element would fix a point of M and hence lie in a group isomorphic to As). 
(C, B3CB2) stabilizes +(O, 3). The full stabilizer in 8 must also stabilize 
the element of M(4) d&ssed above, and therefore coincides with 
(C, B3CB2). 
Consider finally 
A3+(0) = {k} u ((3, u) : II + 3). -- 
It contains, by definition, the images of 0, (3,0), and (4,3). Since, by - -- -- 
(3.5) and (3.7) 
(4, -3) = B-‘CB3CB2(0, -2), 
the equation 
3 = B-X’B3CB2 - 1 - - 
verifies that (4, -3> is also mapped into A3@), and the lemma is established. 
LEMMA 4.4. The images of 4, for the five points at which it is de$ned, 
lie in distinct orbits of 6{ 1 l}. 
Proof. The number of elements in an intersection of an element of G{ 1 l} 
with any one of the sets K, L,... is constant on any orbit of @{I l}. It is clear 
that the five sets can be distinguished by such intersection invariants. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. There is a unique faithful mapping 4 from j into J{ 1 l> 
which gives a permutation isomorphi: m between 8 and a constituent of Q(1 l}, 
and which assumes the given values at the jive points considered above. 
Every subgroup of S(J) which jises k, and for which $ induces a permutation 
isomorphism, must also stabilize the sets L, M, IV, and P. If, moreover, it j&es 
Mpointwise, then it is the identity. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the opening remarks of this 
paragraph and Lemmas 4.1-4.4. 
If + induces a permutation isomorphism for a group H which stabilizes k 
then H must stabilize 4(k), i.e., M, and hence also 4(M). The points of J 
appearing in the sets 4(M) form the set K u 4(N). Hence 11 fixes N. Similarly 
from 4(N), H fixes P and hence also L. 
If moreover H is the identity on M, then since 
+(g = N+(g) = (k} u {(r, 4 : u # 9, -- (4.1) 
H induces a permutation group on N which maps among themselves the 
pairs with any given first component. Each element of 4(N) contains four 
elements of N and the first components of these elements form a set in 
M(4) fixed by H. But by Lemma 4.3 this mapping from N to M(4) is faithful. 
Hence H is the identity on N. Lemma 4.2 now shows that H is the identity 
on P and it follows then from Lemma 4.1 that H is also the identity on L. 
A related property of C$ is described in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. If H is a subgroup of S(J) which jixes k and hence M, and 
if 4 induces a permutation isomorphism of H, then H is not triply transitive on M. 
Proof. H stabilizes the sets M and N, by Proposition 4.1. Hence the 
isomorphism 4 induces, by intersection with N, a homomorphism from the 
restriction of N to N to a group on N(4). From (4.1) and the definition of 
+(O, 3), each set of four corresponds to four sets of 4(M), so that the faithful 
map$ng of N to M{4} of Lemma 4.3 is a permutation isomorphism of the 
restriction of H to N. Let this map be denoted by $, and let H’ be the 
subgroup of H which fixes 0 and 1. N must then map among themselves 
the ten tetrads #(O, u), and in-this action it must stabilize the subset consisting 
of those which coniain 1. None of these contains 0. It will be shown that 
there are exactly four ofthem. If then H’ were transitive on the remaining 
nine points of M, each of these nine would occur equally often among the 
remaining twelve points of the tetrads, which is clearly impossible. 
By (3.7) and Lemma 3.1, 
$qo, 1) = W(O, 3) = u,5,9, -3) -- -- --- - 
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and 
vyg, -3) = wJ(O, 1) = i-2, -2, -1, 11. -- -- 
Since these contain, respectively, three squares and one square, they 
represent the two orbits of (B) on the tetrads and these orbits contain 1, 
respectively, three times and once. The number containing 1 is thus four, & 
was to be shown. 
V. THE GROUP 
The construction of a simple group in S,, is achieved by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. If 3 is the subgroup of S(J) consisting of all permutations u 
which stabililize q3( J) and satefy the relation 
$u = 4, (5.') 
where, on the right-hand side, u is understood to operate on the sets of II, then 
3 is a simple, transitive group of order 175,560 and the centralizer of an inaolu- 
tion 7 of J is (T}. (B, C). 
Proof. The proof of the theorem will be completed in several steps. 
(i) The transitivity of 3. Let Q- be the involution of Lemma 3.5. It wiI1 
bc shown that 7 lies in J. For this it suffices to show that 7 satisfies Eq. (5.1) 
at one point in each orbit of (B, C>. Reference to the list of orbits in 
Lemma 3.3 and to Lemmas 4.1-4.3 shows that it suffices to check the 
equation at the following points: 
(3, O), (3>4), C-1, 11, -- -- -- (is 1). 
When this has been done it will be clear that (7, 6) is a transitive subgroup 
of 3. 
The verifications may be simplified by the use of Lemma 3.4, since T 
must carry each orbit of the stabilizer in <B, C) of one of its points of 
definition to an orbit of the same group. It therefore suffices to check the 
mapping of the sets at one point in each orbit of the stabilizer in (B, C). 
(a) #(3,0) is obtained from (b(0, 3) by an element of 6 which interchanges 
0 and 3,-f& example AKB. Hence it contains 3 and (0,3), which are -- 
mterch&ged by r. Its remaining elements consist of two orbits of (C, B3CBZ) 
represented by (5,O) and (0, 1). The point (5, 0) is fixed by 7. From -- 
(O,!) = CB3C7(j,i), 
T(O,~) = CB3C(j,A) = (-3, --_4) = B3CBa(0,A). 
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Hence the second orbit is also mapped into itself; 7 fixes +(3,0). -- 
(b) $(4, 3) = BACBr$(O, 3) -- -- 
= {_4; (1,3), (0,3), (-3,3); (3,4); -- -- 
(-9:$ (3,-f), (1, -g, (i, -y, (9, -g (4, -I,, 
and 
4(3,4) = k3CL43f$(4,3) 
= p; (L4), (o,-4), (-&$ ($2,; 
(5, $3 c-4;+, C-1, y, (0, -$ (--5, -g (-3, -y,. 
The definitions and the following relations show that seven elements of each 
of these sets are interchanged by r: 
7(-3, 3) = &q-l, I) -- -- = (0, -g, 
7( j, -2) = TCB-~CB~CB~(O, -2) = (-3,4), (5.2) 
7(9, -2) = TB-‘C( j, 1) = (2, +, (5.3) 
T(4, -1) = TB2CB2( j,Yl) = (5,2). (5.4) - - 
Since the four points on the left are in distinct orbits of (C), and since (C) 
stabilizes both sets and commutes with T, the two sets are interchanged by 7. 
(c) a(-& 1> = Afwp,g 
= l-1; (5, 1)s (-4, 11, (-9, I>, (1, -g; 
= (3, o>, (1 ,j), (5,--j), (L--j), (O,$ (-4 2)) 
and 
(b(0, -5> = CA4CA3+(j, _O) 
= 12; (L5), (9,3), (-2, --_4), (-3,4), co, -y; -- -- 
(-91-:!), (1, 21, (4, z), (i, --4), (-1, !)I. 
These sets are interchanged by I since -1 and (3,O) map to (0, -1) and 3, - -- - - 
and 
7(5, 1) = 7B(4,3) = (1,5), 
7( 2, i) = 
-- 
.(-ii, i) = 
TB-‘CB( -I, 1) = (7,4), (5.5) 
TB-y -3,4) = (j, -4, by 5.2, 
~(1, -1) = TBCB-‘f---i, _4) = (4,:) 
(5.6) 
T&4) = 
T(5, -3, = 
TBCB”(j, -5) = (-2, -5) 
TB3C( j, -5) = (993) 
tii, -2) = (-3,!)- - - 
7(0,2) = TB-~CB-~C(~, -1) = (-9, -1> 












+(A ) = 4G 0) 
= u ; (-2, --3>1(~* -g* (-5,3)> (--1,9), (4,O); 
(-9, y, (5, g, (-5, ----3), (X --4),(4,3,, - 
$(4, -2) = AfW(j,~) 
= (5; (4,0)9 c-2, -9>, (-47 5)s (is -g, p,y; 
= (j, -IX (0, 21, (1, O), (--iL9), (9, 2)). 
The images of 1, (4,0) and (5,0) under r are easily obtained by the 
definitions and that of (4,3) is given by (5.7). 7 interchanges the sets since also 
T(5, -4) = TB3CB3(4,3) = (-4,5) 
7(--9, -3) = 
-- 
&B(4,3) 
T(-9,i) = X(4, -1, 
= (-s, -9, 
7(-5,i) = TB-l(+-g 
= (-3, -2) by (5.4), 
= (i, --A> 
and 
T(-1, i) = d3-al-y-~, 9) = (9,5) 
7(-5, -3) = = (0, ij) d-1( -9, -1> 





(ii) The order of J. The stabilizer in 3 of/z contains Q and is represented 
on the set $(k). This representation is faithful by Proposition 4.1. The 
isomorphic group on 4(k) = M contains %R and is therefore at least doubly 
transitive of degree 11. The primitive groups of this degree are all well 
known (Cole [I]). In particular, every group that properly contains 1132 is 
quadruply transitive. Hence by Lemma 4.5, 0 is the stabilizer of k in J 
and J has order 175,560. 
(iii) The simplicity of 3. 3 is primitive. For otherwise let d be a nontrivial 
block containing k. d must then be a union of orbits of 8 and have length 
dividing 2 * 7 * 19. It is easily seen that d must be K n P. But 7 fixes some 
elements in N and carries others into P. 
From the primitivity it follows that any nontrivial normal subgroup 
would be transitive. It would meet the simple stabilizer of k in the identity 
and would therefore be regular and hence minimal, whereas every group 
of order 266 has a characteristic subgroup of order 19. 
(iv) The centralizer property. By construction, T centralizes @, C). 
Hence 7 centralizes a Sylow-2 subgroup of (B, C) and generates with it 
an elementary Abelian group of order eight, which is therefore a Sylow-2 
subgroup of J. Since all involutions of gtk) are conjugate in JtI;) (as may 
be seen, for example, from the doubly transitive group !i? in which no 
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involution fixes a point and any given pair of points is interchanged by 
exactly five involutions which are conjugate in a containing AJ, each involu- 
tion of a Sylow-2 subgroup of (B, C> fixes two of the fixed points of r. 
Hence every involution in 3 lies in a conjugate of Jtk), so that 3 has only 
one class of involutions, and each involution fixes exactly 10 points. The 
centralizer of an involution therefore contains a group isomorphic to 
(T) * (B, C), and if it were any larger, would contain an element of order 7, 
11, or 19, which would therefore permute among themselves the 10 fixed 
points and hence fix at least one of them. But then stk. would contain such 
an element centralizing one of its involutions, which is clearly absurd. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
It may finally be remarked that 3 is the full group of symmetries of the 
sets of 11 points. In fact, it follows from the definition of $ that, for any 
points x and y, x is in C(y) if and only if y is in +(x). Hence each point lies 
in exactly eleven sets. Also any two sets are either disjoint or have exactly 
one point in common. If now, S is any one of the sets, then the aggregate E 
of 11 x 10 x 10 points, taken with repetitions, formed from the remaining 
points of the remaining sets containing points of S, must consist of transla- 
tions by the transitive group J of unions of orbits of 6, taken with certain 
multiplicities. The definition of + on M shows that, if S is d(t) and if 0 is 
in J such that a(K) is t, then 
E = 4o(N) + 50(P). 
There are precisely eleven sets, viz. all u+(y) withy in n/I, which each contain 
ten elements of a(N) and these meet in t = $-l(E). It follows immediately 
that, if 6 is any element of the symmetric group which maps the sets into 
themselves, then 6 commutes with 4 and therefore lies in J. 
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